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tion U(τ ) of sporadic task system τ is defined to be the
sum of the ratios of the tasks’ WCET’s to their periods:
def !
U(τ ) = τi ∈τ Ci /Ti .
A number of different scheduling algorithms have been
proposed for scheduling sporadic task systems upon preemptive uniprocessors. Some of the more widely studied
ones are Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [10, 4, 2], and the
Fixed Priority (FP) [10, 9, 7, 8, 13] algorithms Rate Monotonic (RM) [10] and Deadline Monotonic (DM) [9]. EDF
is known to be optimal in scheduling such systems, in the
sense that if a system can be scheduled to meet all deadlines by any algorithm then it is also be scheduled to meet
all deadlines by EDF. All FP algorithms are known to not be
optimal in this sense — there are task systems that can be
scheduled by, e.g., EDF, but upon which all FP algorithms
would miss deadlines.
Implicit-deadline — also known as “Liu and Layland”
(LL) — sporadic task systems are sporadic task systems in
which each task is constrained to have its relative-deadline
parameter equal to its inter-arrival separation parameter
(Di = Ti for all i). It has been shown [10] that RM can
successfully schedule on a preemptive uniprocessor any LL
task system with utilization at most ln 2 (which is ≈ 0.69)
times the computing capacity of the processor. In conjunction with the obvious observation that a necessary condition
for a LL task system to be feasible – schedulable by an optimal clairvoyant algorithm – is that the utilization not exceed the processor’s computing capacity, this immediately
yields the conclusion that the “penalty” for using the ratemonotonic algorithm instead of some other algorithm (for
instance, the optimal EDF) is no greater than (1 − (ln 2)),
or approx. 0.31, the computing capacity of the processor.
Constrained-deadline sporadic task systems are sporadic
task systems in which each task is constrained to have its
relative-deadline parameter be no larger than its inter-arrival
separation parameter (Di ≤ Ti for all i). The deadline
monotonic scheduling algorithm (DM) [9] is widely used

There are sporadic task systems schedulable by EDF, which
no fixed-priority (FP) algorithm can schedule successfully.
For instance, it is known that while all implicit-deadline
sporadic task systems with utilization at most one are
EDF-schedulable on a unit-capacity uniprocessor, there are
implicit-deadline sporadic task systems that are not schedulable by any FP algorithm, and have utilization exceeding
ln 2 (approx. 0.69) by an arbitrarily small amount. A quantitative metric of the relative effectiveness of fixed-priority
scheduling of constrained-deadline sporadic task systems
is derived here, which generalizes this well-known 0.69 utilization bound for implicit-deadline systems.
Keywords. Sporadic task systems; Preemptive uniprocessors; Fixed-priority scheduling; Earliest deadline first; Resource augmentation analysis.

1. Introduction
The sporadic task model is widely used for representing real-time systems comprised of collections of independent recurrent real-time tasks. In this model, a task τi is
characterized by three parameters – a worst-case execution requirement Ci , a relative deadline Di , and a minimum inter-arrival separation or period Ti . Such a task
τi = (Ci , Di , Ti ) generates an infinite sequence of jobs,
with successive jobs arriving at least Ti time units apart and
each job having an execution requirement no more than Ci
and a deadline Di time-units after its arrival time. A task
system τ is comprised of a collection of such tasks which
execute upon a shared computing platform. The utiliza∗ Supported
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Definition 1 (Synchronous arrival sequence (SAS))
The synchronous arrival sequence (SAS) of jobs for any
sporadic task system τ is the collection of jobs generated by
the system when each task generates a job at time-instant
zero, and each task τi generates a job at each integer
multiple of Ti .

for scheduling constrained-deadline sporadic task systems
upon a preemptive uniprocessor. While the penalty bound
(≈ 31% of the computing capacity of the processor) for
using RM in scheduling LL task systems is known, no similar results are, to our knowledge, known with respect to
DM scheduling (or any other FP algorithm) of constraineddeadline sporadic task systems. The objective of the research described in this paper is to obtain bounds for DM
that are analogous to RM’s utilization bound, thereby enabling us to provide a quantitative bound on the penalty for
using DM scheduling. It is known [9] that any constraineddeadline system that is FP schedulable for some priority assignment is also DM-schedulable; this immediately implies
that any FP scheme for scheduling constrained-deadline
sporadic task systems also suffers a penalty at least this
large.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we describe the task and machine model used in
this research, and provide additional useful definitions. In
Section 3 we define, and explain, the processor speedup
factor of a scheduling algorithm, a metric for quantifying
the penalty that one pays for choosing the scheduling algorithm. We restate some currently-known results, viz., the
optimality of EDF and the RM utilization bound, in terms
of processor speedup factor. In Sections 4 and 5, we obtain
a lower bound and an upper bound respectively, on DM’s
processor speedup factor; this enables us to provide quantitative bounds on DM’s behavior vis-a-vis the behavior of an
optimal algorithm such as EDF. We conclude in Section 6
with a brief summary of the results here, and a discussion
on open questions.

The utilization of a sporadic task τi is defined to be the
ratio Ci /Ti of its WCET to its period; the utilization of a
sporadic task system is the sum of the utilizations of all the
tasks that comprise it.
The demand bound function DBF(τi , t) of a sporadic task
τi for an interval-length t is defined to be the maximum cumulative execution of jobs of τ that both arrive in, and have
deadlines within, any time-interval of length t. Formulas
are known [2, 12] for computing DBF(τi , t) for any given τi
and t.
The load LOAD(τ ) of a sporadic task system τ is defined
as follows:
!
def
τi ∈τ DBF (τi , t)
LOAD (τ ) = max
.
(1)
t≥0
t
Efficient algorithms have been designed [1, 6, 5] for computing LOAD exactly, or approximately to any arbitrary degree of accuracy, in pseudo-polynomial1 or polynomial time
respectively.

2.1. Feasibility and schedulability
A sporadic task system is said to be feasible upon a specified platform if there exists a schedule for every collection
of jobs that the task system may generate. Exact (necessary
and sufficient) conditions for testing sporadic task systems
for feasibility on preemptive uniprocessors are known:

2. Model
In this paper, we restrict our attention to the scheduling
of sporadic task systems upon preemptive uniprocessors.
A processor is characterized by a speed parameter s, indicating that a job executing upon the the processor for t
units of time completes s × t units of execution. We assume that the processor is fully preemptive: an executing
job may be preempted at any instant, and such preemptions
incur negligible overhead.
As stated in Section 1, each sporadic task τi =
(Ci , Di , Ti ) is characterized by the three parameters WCET
Ci , relative deadline Di , and period Ti . Any collection of
such sporadic tasks may legally generate infinitely many
different collections of jobs. Of these, one particular collection is of particular importance:

• It has been shown [2] that any sporadic task system τ is
feasible on a preemptive speed-s processor if and only
if LOAD(τ ) ≤ s.
• For the special case of implicit-deadline (LL) systems,
a simpler feasibility test is known [10]: a LL sporadic
task system is feasible on a preemptive speed-s processor if and only if its utilization is ≤ s.
With respect to any scheduling algorithm A, a task system
τ is said to be A-schedulable if and only if it is the case that
1 Actually the computation is guaranteed to be pseudo-polynomial only
for bounded-utilization systems; for general systems, it may take exponential time. However, bounded-utilization systems represent the common
case by far.
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3. Processor speedup factors: definition and
significance

algorithm A guarantees to meet all deadlines when scheduling τ . (Thus while feasibility is a property of a task system,
A-schedulability depends upon both the algorithm A and
the task system.)

There are several approaches to quantifying the “goodness” or the effectiveness of different scheduling algorithms. One relatively recent novel approach [11] asks the
following question about an algorithm:

2.2. Fixed priority (FP) scheduling
In fixed priority (FP) preemptive uniprocessor scheduling of sporadic task systems, there is a unique priority assigned to each task in the system, and at each instant the processor is assigned to the job of the greatest-priority task that
is awaiting execution at that instant. The rate-monotonic
(RM) scheduling algorithm is an example, in which tasks
are assigned priorities in inverse order of their period parameters: tasks with smaller period are assigned greater priority with ties broken arbitrarily. It has been shown [10]
that RM is an optimal FP scheduling algorithm for LL sporadic task systems in the sense that if such a task system
is A-schedulable for any FP scheduling algorithm A, then
it is RM-schedulable. The deadline-monotonic (DM) algorithm is another FP scheduling algorithm. In DM, tasks are
assigned priorities according to their relative deadline parameters – the smaller the relative deadline the greater the
priority (with ties broken arbitrarily). It has been shown [9]
that DM priority assignment is an optimal priority assignment for constrained-deadline sporadic task systems in the
same sens as above: if a constrained-deadline sporadic task
system is A-schedulable for any FP algorithm A, then it is
also DM-schedulable. (Observe that for LL task systems,
both DM and RM assign priorities to the tasks in an identical manner.)

Suppose that a task system is known to be feasible — schedulable by an all-powerful clairvoyant scheduler. How much additional resources (in
terms of a greater number of processors, or faster
processors, or a combination of both) over and
above those needed by the clairvoyant scheduler
would the algorithm need, in order to guarantee
to meet all deadlines of this task system?
This approach has come to be known as resource augmentation analysis. Since we are interested here in uniprocessor
scheduling, we will restrict ourselves to only considering
augmentations to the processor speed; this restricted form of
resource-augmentation in the context of uniprocessor sporadic task systems is formalized in the following definition:
Definition 2 (Processor speedup factor) Scheduling
algorithm A for scheduling sporadic task systems has a
processor speedup factor f if it is guaranteed that any
sporadic task system that is feasible upon a specified
platform is A-schedulable upon a platform in which each
processor is at least f times as fast.
Intuitively, the processor speedup factor of a scheduling
algorithm measures how far it is from being optimal (in the
sense of successfully scheduling all feasible task systems).
A processor speedup factor equal to one implies that the
scheduling algorithm is able to schedule all feasible task
systems, while a processor speedup factor of infinity would
imply that there are feasible task systems the scheduling algorithm cannot schedule, even if it is provided with processors that are arbitrarily faster. The smaller the processor
speedup factor, the better the algorithm.
A recent series of papers (see, e.g., [3]) has compared
FP and Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling upon preemptive uniprocessors. One of the aspects highlighted in
this comparison is that EDF is optimal (in the sense of
scheduling any feasible system) on preemptive uniprocessors [10, 4]. On the other hand, there are LL task systems
with utilization just a bit greater than ln 2 (i.e., ≈ 0.69) that
are not FP-schedulable.

2.3. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling
In EDF scheduling, the processor is assigned at each
time instant to the job with the earliest deadline that has not
yet completed execution. As stated above, it is known that
EDF is optimal in the scheduling of sporadic task systems:
if a sporadic task system is A-schedulable for any scheduling algorithm, then it is EDF-schedulable as well. This fact,
in conjunction with the known feasibility tests described
above, immediately yields exact EDF-schedulability tests
for sporadic task systems upon preemptive uniprocessoers:
system τ is EDF-schedulable on a speed-s processor if and
only if LOAD(τ ) ≤ s. For LL system τ , U(τ ) ≤ s is a
simpler exact EDF-schedulability test.
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the processor speedup factor of DM is at least 1/(2/3), or
3/2.

This comparison can be re-phrased in terms of the processor speedup factor metric. Since EDF can schedule all
feasible task systems, its processor speedup factor is one:

Lemma 1 There are constrained-deadline task systems τ
with LOAD(τ ) = 2/3+" that are not DM-schedulable upon
a unit-capacity processor, for arbitrarily small positive ".

Theorem 1 The processor speedup factor of preemptive
uniprocessor EDF is one, when scheduling arbitrary sporadic task systems (and hence, constrained-deadline and LL
systems as well, since these are special cases).

Proof: We present such a task system τ . This task system
τ is comprised of the following three tasks:

Suppose, however, that we are given that a LL task system τ is known to be feasible upon a processor of speed
s. It is possible that RM will need a processor of speed
(1/ ln 2) × s (i.e., ≈ 1.44s) in order to meet all deadlines
for τ . This observation is formalized in the following theorem

τ1 :
τ2 :
τ3 :

C1 = 2;
C2 = 1;
C3 = 3;

D1 = 6;
D2 = 8;
D3 = 9;

T1 = 6
T2 = 8
T3 = 24

It is known [10, 9, 8] that a constrained-deadline sporadic task system is DM-schedulable if and only if its synchronous arrival sequence (SAS – see Definition 1) is scheduled by DM such that each task’s first job meets its deadline.
According to DM, τ1 has the highest priority and τ3 the lowest. Consequently, the synchronous arrival sequence (SAS)
of τ would be scheduled by DM as shown in Figure 1.
As is evident from this diagram, τ1 ’s, τ2 ’s, and τ3 ’s first
jobs all meet their first deadlines (at time-instants 6, 8, and
9 respectively) in the SAS; hence, task system τ is DMschedulable. However, it is evident that if any of the three
tasks’s execution requirements (i.e., C1 , C2 , or C3 ) is increased by an arbitrarily small amount, then τ3 ’s first job
would miss its deadline at time-instant 9. This follows from
the observations that

Theorem 2 The processor speedup factor of preemptive
uniprocessor RM is (1/ ln 2) (i.e., ≈ 1.44), when scheduling implicit-deadline sporadic task systems.
Theorem 2 above thus quantifies the “goodness” of RM
when scheduling LL task systems. To our knowledge, no
(upper or lower) bounds like these were previously known
on the processor speedup factor of DM when scheduling
constrained-deadline sporadic task systems. Such bounds
are determined in the remaining sections of this paper.

4. A lower bound on processor speedup factor
for FP scheduling

• Suppose that C1 and/ or C2 were to increase.

In this section, we determine a lower bound on the processor speedup factor of DM scheduling. Specifically, we
show that DM has a processor speedup factor no smaller
than 1.5. Since DM is an optimal FP scheduling algorithm
for scheduling constrained-deadline sporadic task systems
(as explained in Section 2 above), this immediately implies
that no FP algorithm for scheduling constrained-deadline
sporadic task systems can have a processor speedup factor
smaller than 1.5. In conjunction with the result in Theorem 1 above that EDF has a processor speedup factor of
unity, this indicates that one pays a significant penalty, in
terms of processor speedup factor, in choosing FP scheduling over EDF.
Our approach in proving a lower bound on DM’s processor speedup factor is as follows. We first show (Lemma 1
below) that there exist task systems with load no larger that
2/3, upon which DM would miss deadlines. We know,
based on previously obtained results (stated in Section 2
above) that such a system is feasible upon a processor of
speed 2/3. Together, these facts allow us to conclude that

– Jobs of the higher-priority tasks τ1 and τ2 already
completely consume the processor over the interval [0, 3). Hence, increasing either Ci or C2 (or
both) would postpone the start of the execution
of τ3 ’s first job.
– Jobs of τ1 and τ2 already completely consume
the processor after time-instant 6, all the way to
τ3 ’s job’s deadline at 9. Hence, increasing either
Ci or C2 (or both) would not allow τ3 ’s job any
additional execution over [6, 9).
That is, the start of τ3 ’s execution is postponed, but it
does not get any additional execution to compensate. It
consequently executes for < 3 time units, and misses
its deadline.
• If C3 were to increase while C1 and C2 were unchanged, then, too, τ3 ’s job would continue to execute
for 3 time units (regardless of the fact that its requirement is now > 3), and would hence miss its deadline.
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Figure 1. DM schedule on a preemptive unit-capacity processor for the synchronous arrival sequence
(SAS) of the task system τ of in Section 4.

Hence, this task system is, in a sense, maximally DMschedulable — increasing any of the execution requirements by an arbitrarily small amount would render it non
DM-schedulable.
We use the algorithm in [5] to compute LOAD(τ ). That
is, we compute (DBF(τ1 , t) + DBF(τ3 , t) + DBF(τ3 , t))/t at
all values of t ∈ [0, 24) at which any of the DBF’s changes,
and determine the maximum of all these values2 : the values
!3
are listed in Table 1. As can be seen, ( i=1 DBF(τi , t))/t
is maximized for t = 9 and t = 12; at both these values, it
equals 2/3. We have thus determined that LOAD(τ ) = 2/3.
We have seen that task system τ

processor — the existence of such task systems is guaranteed by Lemma 1. As stated in Section 2, τ is feasible upon
a speed-(2/3 + ") processor. It immediately follows that
the processor speedup bound of DM is > 1/(2/3 + "); as
" → 0, we get the desired DM processor speedup bound of
3/2.

5. An upper bound on processor speedup factor for FP scheduling
In Section 4 above, we showed that the processor
speedup bound of DM is at least 1.5. We now derive an
upper bound – we prove that DM has a processor speedup
bound that is no greater than 2.0. In other words, we will
show that DM is able to schedule any feasible constraineddeadline sporadic task system upon a processor that is at
most twice as fast.

1. is DM-schedulable;
2. has LOAD(τ ) = 2/3; and
3. increasing any of C1 , C2 , or C3 by an arbitrarily small
amount would render it non- DM-schedulable.

Lemma 2 All constrained-deadline sporadic task systems
τ with LOAD(τ ) ≤ # are DM-schedulable upon a speed-2#
processor.

Thus, task systems that are obtained from τ by increasing
any of C1 , C2 , or C3 by an arbitrarily small amount bear
witness to the correctness of this lemma.
Using Lemma 1, a lower bound on the processor speedup
factor of DM is easily obtained:

Proof: We prove the contrapositive of the statement of the
lemma — we assume that τ is not DM-schedulable upon a
speed-2# processor, and show that LOAD(τ ) > #.
Let τ1 , τ2 , . . . denote the tasks in τ , indexed according to
DM-priority:

Theorem 3 The processor speedup factor of preemptive
uniprocessor DM is at least 3/2.
Proof: Consider some constrained-deadline sporadic task
system τ with LOAD(τ ) = 2/3+" for " arbitrarily small and
positive, that is not DM-schedulable upon a unit-capacity
2 We

∀ i : i ≥ 1 : Di ≤ Di+1

(2)

Since τ is not DM-schedulable upon a speed-2# processor,
the first job of some task in τ misses its deadline when the

can stop at t = 24 because 24 = lcm{T1 , T2 , T3 }
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t=
DBF(τ1 , t) + DBF (τ2 , t) + DBF(τ3 , t)

=

(DBF(τ1 , t) + DBF(τ2 , t) + DBF(τ3 , t)/t =

6

8

9

12

16

18

24

2

3

6

8

9

10

14

1/3

3/8

2/3

2/3

9/16

5/9

7/12

Table 1. Computing DBF and LOAD for the task system τ of Section 4
that LOAD(τ ) ≤ s. By Lemma 2, it follows that τ is DMschedulable upon a speed-2s processor. That is, any system
that is feasible upon a speed-s processor is DM-schedulable
upon a speed-2s processor; the theorem follows.

synchronous arrival sequence (SAS) of τ is scheduled using DM upon such a processor. Let τk denote the smallestindexed (i.e., highest-priority) task whose first job misses
its deadline — which is at time-instant Dk — in this SAS
schedule.
Consider now the DM schedule for the SAS of the task
def
system τ # = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τk } — i.e., the task system obtained by discarding from τ all the tasks τk+1 , τk+2 , . . . that
are of lower priority than τk . It follows from the definition
of FP scheduling that the first job of τk will miss its deadline
in this schedule as well.
Now, all jobs that are scheduled over the interval [0, Dk )
in the DM schedule of the SAS of τ # must have arrived
prior to time-instant Dk ; consequently, they all have both
their arrival instants and their deadlines within the interval [0, Dk + maxk−1
i=1 {Di }). By Condition 2 above, it follows that maxk−1
i=1 {Di } is no larger than Dk ; i.e., (Dk +
maxk−1
{D
})
≤ 2Dk . Consequently, it is the case that
i
i=1
all the jobs executing over [0, Dk ) in the DM schedule of
the SAS of τ # arrive in, and have their deadlines within, the
interval [0, 2Dk ) of size 2Dk . Since these jobs completely
consume the processor over this interval, and in fact do not
allow τk ’s job to complete its execution, it must be the case
that
"
DBF(τi , 2Dk ) > 2#Dk
τi ∈τ !

⇒

LOAD (τ

#

) >

≡

LOAD (τ

#

)>#

⇒

LOAD (τ )

6. Conclusions
Many considerations go into choosing a scheduling algorithm for use in a real-time system. One of these considerations should be how far removed the algorithm is from optimal behavior. The processor speedup factor of a scheduling
algorithm is a quantitative metric of this: the larger the processor speedup factor, the further removed the algorithm is
from exhibiting optimal behavior.
In this paper, we have determined upper and lower
bounds on the processor speedup factor of uniprocessor FP
algorithms in scheduling sporadic task systems. Using the
well-known RM utilization bound, we have shown that FP
scheduling has a processor speedup factor of ≈ 1.44 in
scheduling implicit-deadline task systems. For constraineddeadline systems, we have shown that FP scheduling has a
processor speedup factor of at least 1.5, and no more than 2.
As is evident, there is a large gap between these lower and
upper bounds — tightening this gap is the major open issue
left unresolved by our work3 .
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